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A Bargain Hunter's Guide to keeping and making money with gold and silver objects, like jewelry.Which of the do you
want?When you have a want or need associated with any of the above questions, then this book may be your answer.- to
find spectacular gifts for your loved ones in ridiculously low prices?- to make your very own decisions and become your
very own boss?- to purchase precious metals for less than the current spot price? Now that's the smart way to
maintain with the Joneses.- to protect yourself or your family's finances in the event of a serious crisis?- to know more
about buying and selling precious metals? Capitalizing on these amazing offers not only allows me to make money and
spend money on precious metals, but I'm able to save money buying presents for my family, close friends and myself.
How will you fail with that deal?- to have plenty of beautiful head turning jewelry to wear?- to have extra cash to pay
your expenses? Imagine your exhilaration, when you notice a lovely thick gold colored necklace lying on a desk at an
estate sale. You quickly pick it up. If I spend $2 on a gold necklace and pendant arranged that retails for $100, I saved
myself $98. However, the only mark onto it doesn't indicate gold, and that means you put it down. Consider this
educational journey with me and reap your benefits. Jackpot! You bought an 18 K gold necklace for $2; it's worthy of
$246 for the gold content value. That's a $244 profit/savings in under five minutes. It has happened certainly to me.
With the current high place prices of precious metals, just one single necklace, one pendant, or two forks can be worth
these types of savings and earnings, easily. have a look at picture 53 to see it. Make money, spend less and invest in
precious metals:Can you really make money finding gold and silver in your spare time? I couldn't imagine taking $1,600
from my monthly income to buy one gold coin, but I possibly could take $2 to buy gold jewelry. If I sold all the items I
purchased, I'd typical $24-$73 per hour. I've been doing this and today it's your turn. I'd like you to capitalize on the
possibilities all around you; trust me they're away there. Furthermore to making cash, I wanted to invest in precious
metals without affecting my family's budget. The solution is yes. Does this sound familiar; do you have the same
thoughts? Fortunately you read this publication and remember the lesson on marks, and quickly choose it up again. So
you aren't cheated. It's heavy and appears like gold.- to possess extra cash to take that vacation you've been dreaming
of? Or easily give it apart as a gift, no-one will know I just spent $2; they'll think I spent $100. Browse this publication
and you could save substantial amounts of money too.Filled up with killer (not filler) content, including:- ideas in where
to search (offline and on the web),- stories to supply evidence, entertainment, and illustrate the lesson being taught,-
tips on locating the gold and silver that others miss,- techniques on how best to find the gold and silver coins,-
hallmarks and hidden marks to consider,- how to get the best cost for your products,- how to sell your gold and silver,-
warnings to greatly help protect you as well as your money,- how exactly to test your gold and silver coins,- 88
pictures,- and substantially more information (print comparative is over 205 pages). You didn't lose a dime and all the
information is absolve to use repeatedly, permanently. This book will pay for itself many times over:- IN THE EVENT THAT
YOU SAVE $100 investing in a gift (a precious metal ring) for a friend, or- IF YOU Make money of $75 offering a precious
metal item, or- IN THE EVENT THAT YOU SAVE $40 purchasing a few ounces of sterling silver,by using one little bit of
information, then your book paid for itself many times over.- to know how you are missing offers on precious metals in
plain sight? This is among my true tales; No, I'm not promising thousands of dollars in 10 minutes, but it's possible.
Would this place a big smile on your face? I paid $5 for a gold whale pendant that retails for about $2,000. Read this
tale in Chapter 4.
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 The author of this reserve has taught me other ways of finding even more silver, gold and precious stones than I ever
truly imagined. But this woman has actually charmed me with her wealth of knowledge about jewelry and metals.925
silver necklace (40. I am not going to give anything aside but you can be assured that I am looking at for some extra
products when I head to my next garage area sale tomorrow :)This writer knows what she is talking about and I enjoyed
her personal stories among the gems of information that are approved along. Shame I am not really in US or I'd become
hunting her out to observe if she wants to come to yard sales with me - strongly suggested.Lisa Oliver - Author - Garage
Sales 101: Turning Trash to Cash Excellent reference book When I purchased this reserve, I had recently been involved in
precious metals. So, when I received it, I had not been expecting anything fresh. I was pleasantly suprised to learn how
to make intelligent searches on the internet, and many other great tips. Highly recommend this book, especially the
abundant feeling this reserve projects. I couldn't believe all of the equipment being used. OMG! What a book! I never
thought finding gold and silver was very easy. I've witnessed a significant gold mining procedure with my own eyes. The
ship that I was on got over 4,300 passengers and there were 6 ships in one port at the same time. This is working for
me. There were dump trucks how big is small planets, tremendous shakers, humongous drills and massive other pieces
of machinery that I've no notion of their titles or purpose. I'll remember the earth shaking explosions, from the blasting
powder, with dirt and particles being hurled in to the atmosphere. I've tried recreational gold panning myself.
Rewarding in the fact that I was outdoors, not really that I was getting very much gold. It had been fun and satisfying. I
was on a 7 day time cruise and these ships make these journeys all year long. It was plenty of backbreaking tiresome
labor, nonetheless it was fun.So very much value in this simply written book I must be honest I have already been a lawn
sale fanatic for years but like the writer of this book I mostly concentrated on large ticket items I could offer at a profit
on an auction site, as well as my very own garage sales.. Over and over and over again. Excellent information ,very
informative The information in this book is more precious than silver and gold because without the right understanding
you can't know what is treasure and what is trash.925 silver bracelet, several silver charms and several other items at
some ridiculousily low prices. Literally hundreds of them. Those of you who've had this knowledge can relate with what
I'm stating. I purchased my wife's gemstone on one of these trips years ago. After reading elements of this book, I
decided to become a looker this period and not a purchaser. As I wondered around these towns, I kept looking and
considering all the untold thousands of dollars in treasure that lay within the walls of the shops. I was taking into
consideration the behemouth mining procedure I has noticed years eariler. My goodness. Truth is, all the gold I ever
found wouldn't buy more than enough gasoline to fill my car even once. While I was reading it, I was enroute to the
Virgin Islands and I begin to think. Useful and Insightful! Safe deposit boxes, jewlery boxes, fingertips, wrists, etc. The
author of this reserve tells where another percentage of this treasure winds up, and then tells you how exactly to look
for it. I've just acquired 2 weekends to try her methods, and in this small amount of time it has worked therefore well,
that I've bought Dark Hills Gold earings, a . Are just some of the ideas I learned worried the astute usage of a magnet
(not really what you believe), the LOA connection (I sooo believe in this) and the "other than jewelry" idea.9 grams), a . I
am to many port cities and everyone is usually jammed with jewlery stores. In all fairness though, I have to tell that I did
pay $100.00 for a 1/2 karat (solitaire) gemstone marquise cut ring, set in 14k white gold. I could use 2 techniques
comprehensive by the author to determine that the gemstone was genuine. I possibly could go on and on raving about
my discovers, but you don't want to listen to of my success. Read the book and have your own tales to tell. I'm not
someone who actively is out and appears for gold and silver items, but was glad to have read this book. All I could say if
you want to earn money . I took this reserve on a very latest Carribean cruise for something to read at night.. All I can
say if you need to earn money at your personal pace, all the details is in this reserve. I thought,"all of this treasure
provides to find yourself somewhere", and it can. I really can't wait for the weekends right now because I'm using her
solutions to save for another cruise. I learned so very much about the value of my very own jewelry, that I understand I'll
take the data and will utilize it repeatedly later on.The sniping section was very helpful for a man like me who's 15 yrs
behind everyone on my computer skills,gotta large amount of catching up to accomplish! review of cheap silver and gold
This book is a powerhouse of information on anything related to obtaining cheap silver and gold for the
hobbyist,entrepreneur,or business people alike. Jewlery sales outside the US is quite big business.
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